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PCR in tuberculosis: An extremely useful tool?
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Abstract
Introduction: Tuberculosis is a global air borne infectious disease with significant increase in incidence and prevalence.
Conventional methods take longer time for diagnosis and drug susceptibility with less sensitivity and specificity. So rapid
diagnosis and detection of multi, extensive and total drug resistant bacilli are of up most importance for therapeutic purpose.
Materials and Methods: It was a retrospective study in tertiary care. All clinical samples suspected for tuberculosis received by
laboratory were included in the study. The samples were processed for microscopy by ZN stain, culture by LJ media and RTPCR.
Results: Total 566 sample were tested out of 177 (31%) were positive for tuberculosis. 62% samples were PCR positive, 51%
were culture positive and 49% were smear positive. The most common sample received with maximum positivity rate was
pleural fluid (34%). Male predominance was seen with young adults as the predominant group affected.
Conclusion: The present study shows good specificity of PCR with sensitivity of 50%. It detects 50% times more cases in
relation to conventional results where they fail to produce correct results. More such comparative studies are needed to establish
importance of PCR in early diagnosis and treatment.
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Introduction
Tuberculosis is a great global epidemic and
communicable infectious disease.1 Incidence and
prevalence of the disease has been increasing
significantly. Its rapid diagnosis and detection of multi,
extensive and total drug resistant disease is still today a
challenging task. If diagnosis is delayed, these resistant
bacilli can spread person to person rapidly without fail.
This will ultimately give rise to an era where majority
of the patients will have total drug resistant tubercular
bacilli and clinicians left with choice of supportive
treatment only. There are few conventional methods of
diagnosis like microscopy with ZN staining, fluorescent
staining, culture on solid or liquid media, CBNAAT
etc. Staining method is relatively fast, inexpensive and
specific for tuberculosis in high incidence area with a
varying sensitivity from 20% to 80 % depending upon
quality of the specimen and training of the laboratory
personnel.2-4 Culture is the gold standard method for
diagnosis of tuberculosis but it takes too long time for
isolation of bacteria, with LJ solid media 8 weeks and
liquid media 14-21 days.5,6 Molecular method like
CBNAAT is a semi quantitative nested real time PCR
which is recommended under RNTCP. It detects 131
CFU/ml with turnaround time of 2-3 hours.7,8 Our
laboratory does not have CBNAAT instead we have
real time PCR instrument ABI 7700. So we have used
RT-PCR as a molecular test for diagnosis of
tuberculosis and compared it with conventional
methods.

Materials and Methods
It was a retrospective analytical study in a tertiary
care for 18 months of period. All consecutive clinical
samples (like pleural fluid, ascitic fluid, cerebrospinal
fluid, pericardial fluid, any other body or cavity fluids,
sputum, biopsy material- endometrial, lymph node
biopsy, bladder wall biopsy, pus from any abcess,
bronchoalveolar lavage, D & C material, urine, ICD
drain, drain from any other site, scrapping material etc.)
of suspected tuberculosis patients were included in the
study. The samples were decontaminated by 4% NaOH
and 2.9 % Sodium citrate method. The process was
done in the bio safety cabinet using necessary personal
protective equipment’s. 4 % NaOH and 2.9% Sodium
citrate was taken into similar amount with final
concentration of NaOH being 2%. Collected samples
were transferred to Falcon tubes and equal amount of
above mixture was added to it. The tubes were put at
room temperature for 20 minutes and phosphate buffer
solution was added to neutralize the pH. After that
tubes were centrifuged and supernatant was discarded.
From the sediment culture on solid media- Lowenstein
Jensen media, smear for ZN microscopy and RT-PCR
were done. Grading for ZN microscopy was given
according to RNTCP guidelines. n u te
me i
s put int t e in u t
t
tempe tu e Reading
was taken every weekly and growth observed. If growth
seen, it was confirmed by microscopy and biochemical
reactions. Contamination was ruled out. The follow up
of culture was taken up to 8 weeks to give result as
negative. RT-PCR
s pe f me
ing t use ’s
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manual and results were interpreted as per the kit
literature. 85B mRNA was detected with TaqMan
ete t
p e
it
t e
sequen e
5’-(5carboxyfluoroscein
[FAM])TCGAGTGACCCGGCATGGGAGCGT-(N,N,N’,N’tetramethyl-6-carboxyrhodamine [TAMRA]). All data
of the patients were decoded and analysis of the results
was done using Microsoft Excel Sheet.
Results
177 (31 %) out of 566 samples were positive for
tuberculosis. The most common sample received were
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body fluids with maximum positivity rate in pleural
fluid (34 %). Fig. 1 shows distribution of received
samples. Table 1 shows positivity rate of different
methods. Table 2 shows sample wise positivity rate of
different methods. Male predominance was seen with
111 (63 %) positive samples. The male to female ratio
was 2:1. The most common age group of isolation of
tuberculosis was 20-29 years followed by 30-39 years
and 40-49 years with isolation rate of 30 %, 21 % and
17 % respectively.

Fig. 1: Distribution of received samples
Table 1: Comparison of different methods
Type of method
ZN microscopy
Positivity rate in %
49 %

LJ solid culture
51 %

Table 2: Sample wise positivity rate of different methods
% ZN microscopy
Type of sample
% PCR positivity
positivity
Pleural fluid
35
20
Ascitic fluid
15
5
CSF
10
2
Endometrial biopsy
25
5
Pus
30
10
Sputum
20
15
ICD drain fluid
50
20
Discussion
Tuberculosis is a worldwide public health issue as
in this advanced era of technologies, a perfect rapid and
completely reliable method for diagnosis is still a great
challenge. In the present study, results of PCR showed
62% sensitivity and 100% specificity which show
similar results with Gholoobi et al,9 Prakash et al,10
Tiwari et al.11 Although gold standard method,
sensitivity of culture was 51% only, which is similar to
Tiwari et al.11 The sensitivity and specificity of

RT-PCR
62 %

% LJ solid culture positivity
20
6
2
6
12
15
25

microscopy by ZN staining were 49% and 100 %
respectively. This correlates with S.-H. Park et al,12
Jobayer et al,13 Kavita modi-Parekh et al.14
PCR showed 75 % positivity in culture and
microscopy positive samples while other studies
showed 95-100 % positivity rate Abe et al,15 Jonas et
al,16 Miler et al,17 Gupta et al.18 It shows 30% positivity
in smear positive cases. 41% showed positive results in
culture negative, smear positive samples which is
similar to Zakham et al,19 Gupta et al.18 This may be
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due to non viable mycobacteria or very low bacillary
load which may have lost during decontamination.
Around 50 % showed positive results where both the
conventional methods- culture and microscopy- were
negative. It suggests that only dependence on
conventional methods, 50% of the times false negative
results can be conveyed to the patients and physicians.
This is too risky as actual positive patients are labeled
negative and can spread infection to others until they
have appropriate treatment. PCR showed 13%
positivity with smear negative, culture positive samples
which correlates with Jobayer et al,13 Bodmer et al,20
Gupta et al.18 Smear negativity may be because of high
bacillary load needed for microscopy (103-104) as
compared to culture (10-100) whereas PCR needs only
1-10 bacilli.21
The study showed male predominance which
matches with. Male: Female ratio was 2:1 while
reproductive age group was the high risk group for the
disease with predominance in 20-29, 30-39 and 40-49
years in descending order which is similar to Silva,
R.M. et al,22 Kiran Chawla et al,23 Zakham et al.19 This
may be due to their exposure to environment more
frequently as they are the earning members of the
family.
Conclusion and Limitations
The present study shows good specificity of PCR
with sensitivity of 50%. It detects 50% times more
cases in relation to conventional results where they fail
to produce correct results. Another advantage is quicker
results. Because of its low sensitivity in the present
study, it can be used as supplement test rather than the
primary test. Besides this, high cost is the main
disadvantage in developing countries. More such
comparative studies are needed to establish importance
of PCR in early diagnosis and treatment.
As it was a retrospective study, clinical correlation
of the patients could not be done. The authors could not
done comparison of PCR with fluorescent microscopy
as it was not done routinely. Drug susceptibility test
was also not done. Further we could not analyze cost
effectiveness of different methods.
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